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Let {Xn\, m = 0, 1, • • • be a Markov process with values in a measurable

space iS, 03) and with a transition probability function £(x, A). A measure

Q on iS, ÖS) is called invariant if

Q(A) =  f P(x, A)Qidx)
J a

for all AE<&.

Let Q be an invariant measure. We assume the following conditions:

(i) 5 is a locally compact topological space, ÖS is generated by the com-

pact sets, and Q is a regular measure.

(ii) ÖS is separable, SE®, QiS)>0.

(iii) Q is a sigma-finite invariant measure such that £ [entering A at some

time|X0 = x] = l for all xES and all A EÖS with QiA)>0, where £ is the un-
derlying probability measure.

The conditional probability in (iii) is to be taken as determined by the

transition probability function. The same remark applies to all similar situa-

tions appearing subsequently.

Processes satisfying (ii) and (iii) were introduced by Harris in [5] and

studied further in [7](2). Here we shall use the word recurrent for processes

satisfying (i)-(iii). We continue to use Q for some measure satisfying these

conditions; in any case, according to [5] such a measure is unique up to con-

stant multiple.

Let 7(x) be a measurable function from (5, ÖS) into the positive reals satis-

fying

(0.1) fyix)Qidx) < oo.
J s

Note that y is required to be strictly positive.

Define the process {Nis) } by
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(2) In [7] these processes were referred to as recurrent Markov chains, but this may be mis-

leading since chain often is reserved for processes with countable state space.
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N(s) = min i k:   ¿ y(Xn) > s\ , 5 = 0.
t        ( „-O )

Then define X, by

(0.2) X. = XNW, 5 = 0.

The {Xt} process, defined by (0.2) is obtained from the {X„} process by

requiring a wait of duration y(x) alter arriving at x, for every xES. Xt is

usually not a Markov process. There exists however a Markov process { Xt}

such that

(0.3) X, = (Xt, Yi)

where Yt is the elapsed wait since the last transition.

We indicate the principal results of this paper. We consider a stationary

Markov process {Á**}, — oo </< », where X? = (X*, 7*), with the same

transition probabilities as { Xt} (defined by (0.3) and more explicitly below).

In a familiar way (see end of introduction) {X*} is associated with a group

{ Pi} of unitary operators on a Hubert space. In §1 we show that the group

of eigenvalues of { Ut} is either trivial or it consists of all integral multiples of

some X. In the first case we say "condition C holds." In §2 we consider the

case in which condition C holds. We show that for every z in the state space

P[X*E • | X0* = z] converges, as t—>°°, in a weak sense, made precise below.

We use the approach of Doob [3], which is based on a mixing theorem for

flows by von Neumann and Koopman. The case in which condition C does not

hold is discussed in §3. The appropriate convergence result in this case is

shown to reduce to a result of [7]. Results in renewal theory are obtained in

§5. Specifically it is shown that when 0 is the only eigenvalue of {Ut} then

the "renewal process" { Yt} converges in distribution. The usual renewal

theory corresponds to the case in which the {Xn} are a sequence of positive,

independent, identically distributed random variables(3), y(x)=x, and

P[Xo<a] = Q({x:0<x<a}). This situation is included in our discussion

provided p{X0} < °o. Considering the "semi-Markov process" {Xt} we get

immediately that, when condition C holds, there exists a measure Q such that

P[X¡G:.4] converges as t—>°o to Q(A) for every AE®. We show also, in

§§4 and 5, that one can obtain similar results in case {Xt} is defined from

{Xn} by requiring a random wait of mean duration y(x) alter reaching x;

this extension was suggested by the work of Anselone [l].

From now on let R+ stand for the non-negative reals and let Sû+ be the

Borel sets of R+. Also, let R, 2D stand for the real numbers and the Borel sets

of real numbers. Let (S*, (&*) be the product space (S, (B)X(P+, 20+). Let

5 consist of all pairs (x, y) of S* such that y<y(x), and let (B consist of the

subsets of 5 belonging to (B*.

(3) In this case { Yt} is also a Markov process, and Doob exploited this fact in [4].
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Let

Xt = (xt,m, l -   ¿   y(x»)) = (X<> Y>),

where the last sum is to be interpreted as zero when A7(f) =0. Then {Xt, t = 0\

is a Markov process with transition probability function P'(z, B) defined for

z = (x, y)ES, BE® by the relations

P'iz, B) = 1(0)   for  0 = f < y(x) - y and (x, y + t) E Büx, y + t) E £)),

P'iz, B) = 2~1 f £(*, xi)£(xi, x2) • • • £(xn_i, x„)dxidx2 ■ ■ ■ dxn,
n-lJ r

where

r - |(*i, • ■ • , x„): (xn,l- iyix) - y + £ ?(*,))) E Bj .

The recurrence of {^n} insures that P'iz, S) = l for f = 0, zES.

It can be seen that iQXm) is an invariant measure for £', where m is

Lebesgue measure. Clearly

(0.4) (QXtn)(3) =  fy(x)Q(dx).
J s

Let

(0.5) Ö=[(ÖXm)(5)]->(ÖX»>).

Note that

(0.6) Nit) = cardinal number of {s: Y. = 0, 0 < 5 = t}.

We shall write £(n) for the M-step transition probability function of the

j X„ J process.

There exists a Markov process {X*\ having the following properties:

(a) The state space of ) X* \ is (5, ffi) and the transition probabilities of

{Ä>,*} are the same as those of {Xt}, i.e. P'iz, B) for zES, BE®,.

(b) | Xt} is defined for - « </ < ».

(c) ¡X,*} is stationary, so that P[X?EB] = QiB) for BE®, -*><t<*>.
(d) The sample space fi* of { X*} consists exactly of all functions w from

£ into 5 satisfying the following condition:

if a>(f) = (x, y) and 0 ^ y + e < y(x) then w(f + «) = (x, y + e).

(e) Xna)=o)(t).
The existence of a process satisfying (a)-(c) can be established by using
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Kolmogorov's extension theorem(4). Routine arguments can then be used to

show that the process can be modified so as to satisfy (d) and (e) as well.

For each zES there clearly exists a Markov process {X¡*\ ¿ = 0} having

the same paths and transition probabilities as {X*, t = 0} and assigning

measure 1 to the set of all paths w such that w(0) =z. If Ct+ is the Borel field

generated by {X*, i = 0} there is a probability measure P2 on (Í2*, Q,+) cor-

responding to the {X¡z)} process. If AE&+ we shall write P[.4| X0* = z] for

Pt(A); and a similar convention applies to conditioned expectations.

The shift by t is defined as the transformation Tt such that (Ttof)(s)

= oi(s+t) for all coEQ* and sER- Tt is a one-one measure preserving trans-

formation on our probability space. Note that X*(u>) = Xo*(Ttu>). It is easy to

show that P<co is measurable as a function of co and t.

We denote the two components of X* by X*, Yt, i.e. X* = (X*, Y*), and

we define N*(t) by

N*(t) = the cardinal number of {s: Y* = 0,     0 < s = /}.

Although Xt and X* are distinct processes their finite dimensional dis-

tributions conditioned by Xo or Xo*, respectively, obviously agree; the same

applies to {Xj}, {Yt}, {Nt} and { Xf}, { F,*}, jiV,*} (e.g. P{ N(t)\ X0 = z}

= E{N*(t)\ X0* = z}). Since we shall be interested only in such conditioned

expectations and probabilities we shall henceforth omit the star. Actually

from here through the end of §3 all variables should be considered starred.

Let ft be the underlying Borel field on fi*. If cb is a measure on (S, (B) we

define:

p[-u]= r p[-\xo=z]p(dz)
J s

and

P{.|¿} =  |\e{. I*, = *}*(<*«)•
J s

We write simply P[- ], p{ •} for P[- \ Q], E{-\Q}, respectively. In case 4> is

the probability measure on (S, ffi) concentrating its entire mass on the point

z of 5 we may write P,[•],£,{•} for P[- \(b], E{ • \d>}, respectively.

If P is a random variable on (Í2*, a), Ft is to be the random variable such

that Ft(u>) = F(Ttu). Conversely, if the random variables {Gt} are defined we

may write G for Go. If 0 is a measure on (5, (B) we define <bt by

Pt(A) =  f P[Xt EA\Xo= z]p(dz)
J s

for A E<$>- The basic fact to be exploited, of course, is that the Tt are 1-1 and

(4) Note that our topological assumptions allow us to apply Kolmogorov's theorem.
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measure preserving with respect to the measure £[•]. On the complex £2

space (ñ*, ft, £[• ]) the family of operators { Ut\ defined by

UtF = F„       1ER

is well known to constitute a group of unitary operators(5).

If ££63, £ is to be {(x, y):xEB, (x, y)ES}.

1. The point spectrum of { Ut}. It is clear that the {Xt} process is ergodic

(because the {X„\ process is recurrent), which implies that all eigenvalues of

{ Ut\ are simple (see [6, p. 30]).

Lemma 1. For all zES the singular component of Pz[XtE • ] with respect to

Q approaches 0 as f—> oo.

Proof. Let z = (x, y)ES, BE® and Ç(£) =0. Let M be a positive integer

and let e>0. For all big enough f one has:

Pz[Xt E B] = pj Ü [Xt E B, Nit) = n])

= £,(  Û   [XtEB, Nil) =n]) + e

= £ ( U   [Xn E B | Xo = xf) + e.

As M—> »o the first term in the last expression must approach zero. For other-

wise £ [entering £ infinitely often |X0 = x]>0; but this is impossible, since

£ [ever entering £|X0 = m]=0 outside some Q-null set of u's, say C, and by

the recurrence £ [entering S—C\Xo=zx] = l. Since e is arbitrary the lemma

is established.

Theorem 1. Either 0 is the only eigenvalue of {Ut\ or the set of eigenvalues

consists of all integral multiples of a least positive eigenvalue X. Every eigenvalue

is simple.

Proof. The simplicity of the eigenvalues was noted above.

According to Doob [3](6), for every eigenf unction G ¡ico) there exists a

function g on S such that P[Gt = giXt), fG£] = l. So

(1.1) P[g(Xt) = e*'g(Xo), I E R] = 1

where X is the corresponding eigenvalue.

(B) For background in ergodic theory we refer to [ó]; for material specifically involving

Markov processes and ergodic theory see [3].

(8) Actually the theorem of [3] we cite asserts only that for each tER P\ßt=g{Xt)\ = 1.

However for measurable flows one can obtain the identity (1.1); see [6, p. 27].
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Remembering that the eigenvalues form an additive group (see [6, p. 27 j)

it is clear that the theorem will follow once we establish that there cannot exist

arbitrarily small positive eigenvalues.

Let X be a positive eigenvalue and suppose (1.1) holds. The continuous

component of P("'(x, •) with respect to Q has a density, which we denote by

pn(x, •). Let C'E® be such that Q(C') >0 and for some positive integer, say

«, pn(x, u)>0 lor all x, uEC; it was shown in [7] that the existence of such

a C follows from the fact that {Xn} is recurrent. An easy argument shows

the existence of a subset C of C of positive Q-measure and of a number M

such that

(1.2) Pi[Xt E A lor some positive / less than M] > 0

whenever zEC, A ÇC, Q(A) >0. Here M does not depend on X. We may and

shall suppose | g(z) | to be constant on S. For Zi, z2ES let h(zi, z2) be the least

non-negative number h such that

(1.3) g(z2) = exp{iXA(zi, z2)} g(zi).

We can therefore write

(1.4) g(zi) = exp{i\[h(zu zi) + h(z2, zi)]}g(z2).

A simple argument using (1.1) and (1.2) shows that for Q-almost all ZiGC

Q{z2EC: h(zi, z2) = M} =0. So there exist zi and z2such that h(z2, zi) <i¥and

0<A(zi, z2)<M. For such zi and z2 (1.4) shows that there exists a positive

integer k such that

(1.5) X(A(zi, z2) + h(z2, zi)) = 2rrk = 2tt

so that

(1.6) X = r/M.

2. Zero the only eigenvalue. In this section we study the case in which

the following condition is satisfied:

(C) The point spectrum of { Ut} reduces to {o}.

The mixing theorem of von Neumann and Koopman states that (C) is

equivalent to the following condition:

There is a subset W of R+ with relative measure zero such that for any

two complex valued random variables P and G satisfying p{|p|2} < co,

p{|G|2} <k>,E{F,G}-+E{f}e{G} as ¿->°o avoiding W.

From here up to the end of this section W is tó be some fixed set satisfying

the conditions of the mixing theorem. We write "(¡x&p" for "d> is absolutely

continuous with respect to p."

Lemma 2.1(7). Let (C) hold. Let F be a complex valued random variable on

C) This lemma is due to Doob; see [3].
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(£2, a) satisfying the following condition: there exist numbers M and to such that

E{ I £(| \z} =M for all t>to and all zES. Let p be a probability measure on

iS, US) satisfying <p<£Q. Then £{£<|</>}—»£{£} as f—»oo avoiding W.

Proof. Let />(•) be the density of p with respect to Q. Then

£{£(|<¿} =  f E{Ft\Xo = z}piz)Qidz)
J §

= E{E{Ft\Xo}piXo)\ = E{FtpiXo)}.

If £{ (J>(X0))2} < oo the mixing theorem applies; otherwise first approximate

PiXo) by a square integrable function.

For 5 = 0 define

UiS) - {(x, y) E S: y(x) - 5 = y < 7(x)},

¿(5) = {(x, y) G5:0 = y <5}.

Lemma 2.2. £ef (C) hold. Let <j> be a probability measure on (5, <B) such that

P[XoE -\p] « 0. Then for ß > 0, £[X( G £7(0) |$] -» Q(U(B)) and
P[XtELiß)\<p]-*QiLiß)) as /-*» avoiding W.

Proof. It will suffice to prove the lemma under the additional assumption

that </>([/(§)) =0 for some 5>0, since p can be approximated in variation by

measures satisfying this condition as well as the other conditions on p. So

assume <piU(o))=0, 0<o<ß. Let 0<5<5 and let(8)

1   r*
Pw = T I   P„dv-

5 Jo

One can see that </>(S)«(5. For 0 <r¡ <5 one has

P[Xt E Uiß - S) I <*>,] = £[X(+, G 1/09 - ô) \p]

= £[X( G Uiß) I <*>] = £[X(+, G Uiß) W ¿(5) | p]

= P[XtEUiß)VJLi5)\p,].

Therefore

P[X, E Uiß - ô) | pÍS)] = £[X, G Uiß) I 0]

á£[^.G£O8)W£(5)|0(S)].

Let í—»oo avoiding IF and note that Lemma 2.1 applies with 0(J) in place of

<p; then let 5—>0 to obtain the desired conclusion for Uiß). The £(|3) part is

proved similarly.

Using the discrete topology for 5 and the ordinary topology for £+, we

may introduce the product topology on SXR+; this induces a topology on S.

(s) Remember that <f¿A)=f~sP[xAEA\X*~z\<t>{dz).
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This topology will be used from now on. Note that a function/((x, s)) is con-

tinuous if and only if/((x, 5)) is continuous in 5 for every x.

Lemma 2.3. Let (C) hold. Let f be a measurable, complex valued function on

S which is continuous and bounded in absolute value. Let p be a probability

measure on (S, <$,) such thatP[XaE ■ \<b]«Q. Let Ft=f(Xt). Then(°) E{Ft\<b]
—»PjPJ 0,5 i—><» avoiding W.

Proof. Suppose first that/ is real valued. Let ß>0 and let g be a real

valued function on S satisfying the same conditions as /, vanishing on

L(ß/2)VJU(ß/2) and agreeing with/ on S-(L(ß)\JU(ß)). Let Gt = g(Xt).

Since ß is arbitrary we can use Lemma 2.2 to infer the conclusion of the pres-

ent lemma for P¡ once we have proved it for Gt. Again it can and will be as-

sumed that4>(U(l))=0, where 5>0. Let 0<5<min(5, ß/2) and define

g*s((x, y)) =g**s((x, y)) = 0 for (x, y) E L(&),

g*\(x, y)) =    inf   g((x, y - v)) for (x, y) E S - 1(5),

g**'((x, y)) =   sup   g((x, y - r,)) for (x, y) E S - L(S),

Gt1 =g*\Xt),       G*** = g**s(Xi).

Then for 0=7/^5 one has

e{gV\p,} = e{g*1,\p} èE{G,\p}

^E{G:::\p} = E{Gr\p,}.

Therefore

(2.1) E{Grs\p(i))} Ú E{Gt\ p} = P{G?*{| *(l)}.

As P—>oo avoiding W, Lemma 2.1, with <b(S) in place of d>, shows that the

first and last members of (2.1) approach E{G*'} and E{G**S} respectively.

The continuity and boundedness of g allow application of the bounded con-

vergence theorem to conclude that as 5—»0 the common limit of P{G*8} and

E {G**s} is E {G}. The theorem now follows under the assumption we made

that/ is real valued. If / is not real valued the desired result follows by con-

sidering the real and imaginary part separately.

Lemma 2.4. Let (C) hold. Let f, Ft be as in the preceding lemma. Let <p be

a probability measure on (S, (B). Then E{ Ft\d>}—>E{F} as t—>°° avoiding W.

Proof. One has for t = u = 0

(•) Remember that F-Ft-ftXo).
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(2.2)

£{£«!«*>}=  (*£{£,! Xu = z}£[XuGdz|<¿]
J 5

=   (*£{£,! Xu = z}Pnidz).
J s

If p is a probability measure on (S, öS) such that P[X0E • |^]«Ç, then

we claim,

/.
E{Ft\ Xu = z\pidz)-* E{f] as/-

avoiding IF. In case m = 0 this is the assertion of the previous lemma; for w>0

one proves the assertion in the same way as for m = 0. So the lemma would

follow from (2.2) if for some u P[X0E ■ |0u]«Q; but for large u the last rela-

tion is almost true, in a sense made precise by Lemma 1. The lemma now

follows.

Theorem 2 (10). Let (C) hold. Let g be a complex valued measurable function

on i§, <b) which is continuous and bounded in absolute value. Let <f> be a proba-

bility measure on (5, OS). Let Gt = giXt). Then £{G¡|</>}—>£{GJ as t—*».

Proof. Let {f„} be a sequence of non-negative reals tending to infinity

with m. For m = 0, 1, • • • , chose unER+ such that /„ — unEW, w„£IF, un<t„,

and f„ —w„—>oo, 7(„—>co as m—»oo. Then

(2.3)

E[Gu\<f} = fMGln\XUn = z}<t>Unidz)

=   ( E{Gt„-Un\X0 = z}pUnidz)-
J s

According to Lemma 2.4 one has, for every zES,

(2.4) £{Gi„_„„|Xo = z\ -»£{G} as«-»^.

Applying Egoroff's theorem to (2.4) allows us to break the last integral in

(2.3) up into two integrals, one extending over a set B, the other over S — B,

where Q(B) can be made less than any arbitrary e>0, and the integrand con-

verges uniformly on S — B. The theorem would now follow if we knew that

Pu„(B)-^Q(B) with M. Note that we may choose £ to be open. A simple ap-

proximation proves that characteristic functions of open sets satisfy the con-

clusion of Lemma 2.4. From this the theorem follows.

(10) Note that a simple approximation argument shows that the theorem remains true if

the requirement that g is continuous is replaced by the condition that for every xES the set of

discontinuities of g(x, s) has Lebesgue measure zero.
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3. More than one eigenvalue. We now consider the case in which (C)

does not hold. By Theorem 1 there exists a least positive eigenvalue X. Then

there exists a complex valued measurable function g on (S, (B) such that

P[g(Xt)=eiUg(Xo), tER] = l. Let

C = {zES:P[g(Xt) = e*'g(Xo),tER\ X0 = z] = l}.

Let h = 2ir/\. Let z0EC, and define

C. = {zEC:g(z) = e*>g(zo)}.

It is clear that C differs from UC, by a Q-null set, the union extending over

0 = 5 <h; also clearly Q(C) = 1. Furthermore P[XtEC lor all sufficiently large

i|Xo = z] = l for all zES. Let 0^s<h. It follows from the fact that

P[g(Xi)=eiX'g(Xo), /£P] = 1 that with probability one X,(w) enters C, only

a denumerable number of times, say at n, t2, • • • . In the terminology of [7]

{XT„}, re = 0, 1, • • • is "the process on C," and this is a recurrent acyclic

Markov process with finite invariant measure. Since the parameter is now

discrete the convergence result of [7] applies, and the following theorem is

easily established.

Theorem 3. Let <b be any probability distribution on (S, (B). Then

P[Xnh+sE • \<p] converges in variation as w—>°o uniformly for 0^6 <h.

It appears that in the present case we have a result in some respect

stronger than that for the acyclic case, since here we have convergence in

variation.

4. Random waits. We shall extend the results of the last sections. The

generalization to be considered suggested itself to us after we read the ab-

stract of Anselone [l].

The process } Xt} was originally obtained from the Markov process }X„}

by requiring a wait of duration y(x) after reaching x£S. We now consider

the case where the waiting time after reaching x is itself a random variable.

Let

Xw„ - Xo, 0 = X < 1,

Xw^-..+wK-i+\wn — X„,        0 = X < 1,   n = 1,2, ■ ■ -,

where Wo, Wi, • ■ ■ , is a sequence of positive random variables such that

P[Wn   Ú a\  Xn,  Xn-l,   ■   ■   ■  Xo,   Wn-l,   •   •   • ,  W0]   =   P[Wn   =  « |   X„]

and

P[Wn = a I Xn = x] = P[Wm = a | Xm = xj

for any a = 0, xES, and any non-negative integers « and m. We write

Fx(a)    for    P[Wn = a|Xn = x]

and
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y ix)    for      f   sFxids).
J o

We assume that y ix) < oo for every xES and

yix)Qidx) < oo.
J s

Now we introduce {Xt\ as follows. Let (5*, ÖS*) be the product space

(5, ÖS) Xj£+, 23+) X (£+, 33+).
Let S={ix, y, z)ES*:y = 0 and z = 0, or 0<z<y} and let öS consist of

all £GöS* such that £Ç5. The {Xt} process has (5, öS) as state space, and

it behaves as follows: after arriving at a point (x, 0, 0) it spends the next y

time units moving up the "line" {(x, y, z): 0<z<y} at a constant rate(u);

here y is selected according to the distribution Fxi-). Then the process jumps

back down to (x', 0, 0), where the probability that x'EE is P1ix, E) for any

EE®- The {Xt} process is again Markov, and it has an invariant measure

Q. Note that if £GöS has the form £= {(x, y, z)ES: xEA], for AES, then

still

QiE) = c f yix)Qidx)
Ja

where c is a fixed constant.

In the present case we introduce on S a topology such that a function

/((x, y, z)) on 5 is continuous if and only if it is continuous as a function of z

for 0~z<y (using the standard topology for the reals) for every xES and

y>0.
One easily verifies the following result:

Theorem 4. Theorems 1-3 remain true for the more general {Xt} process

introduced in this section.

5. Applications. In this section we consider some applications of the theo-

rems of the previous sections.

Renewal theory. In case {Xn} is stationary the ergodic theorem asserts

that

P l— Ê ?(**) -» E{y(Xo)] as n -* «] = 1
L» M J

from which one easily obtains

FN(t) 1 1
(5.1) £-►—j-rasf-»oo    = 1.

It £ y(Xo J

(u) That is to say, z grows linearly up to y and then falls back to zero.
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In case the limit may be taken outside the integral this leads to

ft » £{^)1 1(5.2)-> —¡-j- as f —» oo.
• i E{y(Xo)\

The step from (5.1) to (5.2) will always be justified if

(5.3) infy>0,

for then the bounded convergence theorem applies.

Our discussion in this section so far has made no use of the Markov prop-

erty of {Xn} ; it applies to any stationary process.

We continue to take {Xn} to be a recurrent Markov process, not neces-

sarily stationary. Q is the stationary initial probability distribution for { X,}.

Our results will be stated under the assumption (C); in view of Theorems

1 and 3 one easily obtains modified results when (C) fails to hold, that is, in

the "cyclic case."

Note that Theorem 2 tells us that when (C) holds { Yt\ (the "renewal

process") converges in distribution. Let/(A, (x, s)) =£{iV(A)| X0 = (x, s)\.

For every xES, /(A, (x, s)) is a monotone nondecreasing function on 0 — s

<7(x), so that it satisfies the condition of footnote 4. Let £(A) =/(A, Xt). If

(C) holds and for some (and therefore every) A G £+ there exists a constant M

such that

(5.4) E{NiA)\Xo = z} < MA for all zE S

holds, then for every probability measure <p on (5, œ) and every AG£+

£{F«(A) | p} = E{NQ + A) - Nit) | <b}

-£{£(A)|0} =£{iV(A)} =kA

where A is a certain positive constant. The convergence assertion follows from

Theorem 2 and footnote 10, and the last equality from the fact that the

stationarity makes £ {N (A)} a linear function of A.

We have not assumed that the process {Xn} has a stationary probability

measure (but it will shortly appear that when Q is finite, which we have

assumed, (5.4) can hold only when Q is finite)(12); but consider now the case

in which

(5.6) QiS) = 1.

We shall show that it follows from (5.6) that

(5.7) * = [J\(*)Ö(d*)]

in formula (5.5).

(is) We call a measure finite (infinite) if it assigns finite (infinite) measure to the whole

space.
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Again let B(e) ={xES: y(x)^e}. Let B0(e) =B(e), Bi(e) =S-B(e), and

let for i = 0, 1

A™>(«, S)=the cardinal number of {5:0<5 = 5, F. = 0, X,GP,(e)}.

(5.8) N(8) = #«»(«, 8) + N™(e, 8) for e = 0, S = 0.

Let €>0, and choose S so thatp{ Nll)(b, 1)} <e; that this can be done isa con-

sequence of (5.4). Then

(5.9) E{N^(8, 8)} < t8.

On the other hand

E{N°(8, 8)} = P[XS E L(8) H Po(5)]

(5.10)

= Q(L(5) H Bo(8)) = 8-Q(Bo(S)) |J   y(x)Q(dx)

the last equality being a consequence of (0.4) and (0.5). Since e is arbitrary

and Bo(8)-+S as S-^0 (5.7) follows from (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10).
In case Q is infinite arguments similar to the above show that E {F¡(A) | d>}

—» oo as /—> °° when (C) holds.

To summarize: Conditions (C), (5.4), and (5.6) imply (5.5) with k being

given by (5.7). If (C) holds and Q is infinite the limit in (5.5) is infinite.
Note that (5.3) implies (5.4).

In the case in which {Xn} is a sequence of identically distributed inde-

pendent random variables (C) automatically holds unless the variables y(Xn)

are lattice variables, (5.4) is always true, and so is (5.6), since for Q one has

the distribution function of the X„. In this case our conclusion that (5.5) and

(5.7) hold is Blackwell's renewal theorem(13) ; however we have assumed (0.1)

throughout, so that our results do not include that part of Blackwell's theo-

rem asserting that when (0.1) is violated (5.5) holds with k = 0.

Another consequence of Theorem 2 is that when (C) holds, we have for

every probability measure <p on (S, B)

(5.11) £{e<[w(i+A)-w(0]«| 0} ->£{e<w(A>»|0j as/ -> °°

so that the distribution of N(t+A)—N(t) converges weakly as f—>°°.

Note that for (5.11) no condition other than (C) is necessary. It is easy

to give an example of a recurrent Markov chain {X„} and a y such that

{X„J is stationary with invariant probability measure Q (the state space

may even be denumerable), (0.1) holds, (C) holds, and E {N(A)} = °° ; never-

theless (5.1) and (5.11) will hold.

Change of scale. Starting with the Markov process |X„} we obtained

{X(} by a change of scale, that is, in the present case, by requiring a certain

(")See [2].
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wait after arriving at a state where the waiting time will depend on the state

and may be, according to §4, a random variable. In view of the topology used

on 5 the convergence results for {X¡} are stronger than those for { F,}.

In case (C) holds we have for £Gö5

£[X« G B] -> Q(B) as / -» oo.

Here Q may of course be infinite. E.g. let {X„} be the symmetric random

walk on the integers and obtain Xt by introducing a (random) waiting time

of (mean) duration 7(A) after arriving at k. Assume

Z)   t(*)  = C  <  00.
k=—00

Then, if (C) holds, £[X, = A]-»7(A)/c as /-»«.
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